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As if what we really need in this moment is more White
men who wouldn’t be where they are today without racism
pretending they get to referee the definition and
confrontation of racism. 😒

Brit Hume
@brithume

Trump’s “go back” comments were nativist, xenophobic, 
counterfactul and politically stupid. But they simply do not meet 
the standard definition of racist, a word so recklessly flung 
around these days that its actual meaning is being lost.

9,052 2:58 PM - Jul 15, 2019

16.2K people are talking about this

Y’all can go ahead and stop imploring Republicans to denounce the racism they voted

for, they’ve officially launched the inevitable “this isn’t actually racism” portion of

their programming. Stop fishing for cover on their behalf, they don’t want your

rehabilitation by proxy.

Seriously the issue at hand isn’t that the @GOP is unapologetically racist, it’s that

their racism has been obfuscated and mainstreamed for 50+ years to the extent that

folk are still asking if they condone racism with a straight face even after they

nominated/elected KKK Trump.

The GOP’s silence on Trump’s habitual racism wouldn’t be so deafening to so many

people if they hadn’t been deluding themselves that small government, fetuses and

tax breaks are the “only” reasons their White friends/family keep voting for

apartheid.

If you truly expect the establishment GOP to denounce racism and White

Nationalism when fomenting both is literally how they win elections, you’re either

ignorant of US history or desperately trying to cover your own ass b/c you’ve wrongly

thought better of them all this time.

Also for the umpteenth time, Trump’s racism isn’t a tactical distraction, it’s the

@GOP’s MAIN ATTRACTION.
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Exclusive: Lee Atwater’s Infamous 1981 Interview on the 
Southern Strategy via @thenation thenation.com/article/exclus…

3,395 4:13 PM - Aug 26, 2016

3,573 people are talking about this

While y’all are convincing yourselves that Trump’s “just being racist to distract from

Epstein” the Republican base knew he was both a racist & sexual predator when they

voted for him and found it charming. He doesn’t need or want distractions from shit

he knows the GOP accepts.

Frankly I just don’t buy the idea that a sociopath who’s evaded legal consequences for

numerous crimes his entire life and successfully stolen the US presidency that’s

literally shielding him from indictment feels obligated to “deflect to racism” to briefly

change the subject.

The subject is very much still that we have concentration camps at the border because

White Americans elected a White supremacist in 2016. Epstein could very well be

considered a distraction from that given the fact that brown ppl are dying at the

border because of GOP racism.

I understand that folk are hungry for any morsel of damning evidence that will

suddenly rid us all of Trump for good, but the shit he’s still getting away with along

the way is racist, heinous and being sanctioned by the GOP & White “moderates” of

all political stripes who DGAF.

It takes more than two hands to count the number of women who’ve accused Trump

of sexual assault and we’ve all known this since the campaign. None of it has

mattered to the White majority because his racism has always been on point, it’s

literally rendered him unimpeachable.

Republicans gleefully put Kavanaugh on SCOTUS and they had absolutely no

problem with Acosta at Labor despite his Epstein history. They DGAF about Gym

Jordan. They don’t care that Trump’s a sexual predator either. As long as he’s racist

he satisfies the GOP base, it’s Teflon.

Folk are mad at Nancy but the reality is even after 2 years of this disaster Democrats

don’t have anywhere near the necessary votes for impeachment because they’re afraid
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of backlash from White ppl in their districts who still don’t think he’s done anything

wrong “yet”.

He’s already done ALL the shits, y’all. They just don’t fucking care.  

Period.

Beyond that, we’ve already succumbed to the fucked up precedent of “a sitting

president can’t be indicted” so I’m not even sure why Trump would bother distracting

his own self from a self-soothing tantrum with allegations he’s been assured he won’t

have to provide a defense for.

Trump’s been awarded the freest of free passes in the WH, he isn’t scared of

consequences and doesn’t even know what they feel like. He hasn’t been held

accountable because he’s still fighting to make America White again, this is why

they’re either redefining racism or silent rn.

This dynamic is reinforced by the very idea that the spectacle of anyone attempting to

hold Trump accountable for anything will spark an insurmountable backlash from

White people who don’t think he’s done anything wrong “yet” and therefore = bad

politics.
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Familiarize yourself with Stockholm Syndrome. Wrap your mind 
around the reality that hateful/fearful people are clinging to an 
abuser who shares their identity b/c said identity renders them 
less likely to be abused at all or to the same extent as others. 
twitter.com/docrocktex26/s…
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Trump/@GOP voters thrive on the blind honor and privilege of being 
the best-treated hostages at the robbery. 
m.dailykos.com/story/2017/2/1…
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336 people are talking about this

Little attention is paid to the pathological reasons why said White ppl don’t see

anything wrong “yet”, it’s an afterthought and according to some also a distraction

even though it’s the most readily identifiable barrier to moving White public opinion

on Trump, the GOP and race.

Epstein won’t matter to them bc kids in cages don’t matter to them and their

admiration of his bigotry/misogyny/sociopathy grows no matter how many new
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scandals happen along the way. Every new allegation and the retaliatory tweets

attached endear them further. #AmericanSociopath
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